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Still mourning her mother's death, Kimberly Richards is incensed by the determination of her father , the
Earl of Amburough, to marry her off as quickly as possible--just to please the jealous lover he plans to wed.
And since Kimberly harbors a deep-seated dislike of gold-diggers and the whole distasteful state of affairs,
the feisty young heiress already despises the worthy suitor she encounters at Sherring Cross Estate: Lachlan
MacGregor, the dashing, newly impoverished Laird of Clan MacGregor.

A tryst with the handsome, haughty Lachlan seems dubious at--especially since the rogue has designs on the
married Duchess of Wrothston. But strange turns and outrageous circumstances promise to lead a woefully
mismatched pair to a wildly unexpected destination--where a hard, resisting heart can open to the true glories
of love.
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From reader reviews:

Alberta Smith:

Have you spare time for a day? What do you do when you have far more or little spare time? Sure, you can
choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent their own spare time to take a go walking,
shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open or even read a book called Love Me Forever?
Maybe it is being best activity for you. You recognize beside you can spend your time with the favorite's
book, you can better than before. Do you agree with its opinion or you have some other opinion?

Jonathan Gomes:

The book with title Love Me Forever contains a lot of information that you can study it. You can get a lot of
help after read this book. That book exist new information the information that exist in this reserve
represented the condition of the world currently. That is important to yo7u to be aware of how the
improvement of the world. This kind of book will bring you throughout new era of the globalization. You
can read the e-book on your smart phone, so you can read the idea anywhere you want.

Karen Chan:

Precisely why? Because this Love Me Forever is an unordinary book that the inside of the e-book waiting for
you to snap this but latter it will zap you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book beside it was
fantastic author who all write the book in such amazing way makes the content interior easier to understand,
entertaining means but still convey the meaning fully. So , it is good for you for not hesitating having this
nowadays or you going to regret it. This phenomenal book will give you a lot of gains than the other book
have got such as help improving your talent and your critical thinking technique. So , still want to hold up
having that book? If I had been you I will go to the e-book store hurriedly.

Larry Brackett:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray an individual, why because this Love Me Forever book written by
well-known writer who really knows well how to make book which can be understand by anyone who all
read the book. Written inside good manner for you, dripping every ideas and composing skill only for
eliminate your own personal hunger then you still question Love Me Forever as good book not simply by the
cover but also from the content. This is one guide that can break don't determine book by its include, so do
you still needing yet another sixth sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your looking at sixth sense
already told you so why you have to listening to an additional sixth sense.
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